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The Benaki Museum, which owns PLF’s house at Kardamyli, has now sent the Society a document*
which sets out its vision for the future of the house:
• The creation of the Patrick and Joan Leigh Fermor Centre in Greece with high standards for the honorary
hosting of acknowledged intellectuals, significant representatives of the fields of literature, the arts,
philosophy and sciences.
• Hospitality to young writers and scientists for work and research purposes.
• Its use for higher educational activities in collaboration with major academic institutions abroad and
Universities in Greece. The activities at PLF’s home will be based on themes related directly or indirectly
to his life, writing and interests, for example travel literature, the Second World War, literary translation,
photography (Joan was a photographer), poetry etc.
There will also be events open to the general public and the residents of Kardamyli as well as guided tours for
the many visitors to the area.
The Museum has applied for the funding of a feasibility study for the project and the application will be
considered by the end of this month. As soon as the application has been accepted, the study will start
straight away and it is hoped that its results will be approved in July. If approved, renovation works can start
immediately.
In the meantime the Benaki Museum has asked the Society to help in funding three initial
things that need to be done at the house. These are:
€ Preservation treatment for the books that remain in the house, wooden ceilings, furniture and the wooden
structure of the house at a cost of 11000 €.
€ Works in the garden, including pruning of trees and bushes, clearing of the olive grove and protection of
trees and plants, at a cost of some 3500 €.
€ Necessary actions to regularise the building permits of outbuildings, in order to proceed with the
renovation works, at a cost of 6100 €.
Those wishing to make a contribution alongside the Society towards any
or all of these are asked to send a cheque to the Patrick Leigh Fermor
Society at 54 Eccleston Road, London W13 0RL or to make a direct transfer
to account 15833947 sort code 23-05-80 (BIC MYMBGB2L IBAN
GB58MYMB23058015833947) or to pay with a debit or credit card through
Paypal via the PLFS website www.patrickleighfermorsociety.org.
Further information can be obtained from the Society on 020 8579 1948.
*The full text of this document is available to members of the PLFS on request.

